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...and many more!
Knowledge as **Justified True Belief**

S knows that p iff

i. \( p \) is true;

ii. S believes that \( p \);

iii. S is justified in believing that \( p \).

Descriptive knowledge, also declarative knowledge or propositional knowledge, is the type of knowledge that is, by its very nature, expressed in declarative sentences or indicative propositions. This distinguishes descriptive knowledge from what is commonly known as "know-how", or procedural knowledge [...], and "knowing of", or knowledge by acquaintance …“


W.V.O. Quine: Doubts that an isolated statement can be true or false:

The dogma of reductionism survives in the supposition that each statement, taken in isolation from its fellows, can admit of confirmation or infirmation at all. My countersuggestion, issuing essentially from Carnap's doctrine of the physical world in the Aufbau, is that our statements about the external world face the tribunal of sense experience not individually but only as a corporate body. 17

SOCRATES: [...] And so, Theaetetus, knowledge is neither sensation nor true opinion, nor yet definition and explanation accompanying and added to true opinion?

Platon: *Theaetetus* [210b]
1st Gettier counterexample (Edmund Gettier, 1963)

Case I:

Suppose that Smith and Jones have applied for a certain job. And suppose that Smith has strong evidence for the following conjunctive proposition:

(d) Jones is the man who will get the job, and Jones has ten coins in his pocket.

[...] Proposition (d) entails:

(e) The man who will get the job has ten coins in his pocket.

[...] But imagine, further, that unknown to Smith, he himself, not Jones, will get the job. And, also, unknown to Smith, he himself has ten coins in his pocket. [...] In our example, then, all of the following are true: (i) (e) is true, (ii) Smith believes that (e) is true, and (iii) Smith is justified in believing that (e) is true. But it is equally clear that Smith does not know that (e) is true; for (e) is true in virtue of the number of coins in Smith's pocket, while Smith does not know how many coins are in Smith's pocket [...]

The Principle of Epistemic Closure:

If person S knows p, and p entails q, then S knows q.

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/closure-epistemic
The Gettier counterexamples show that knowledge does not only depend on only one external factor (truth), but on a further one (the objective non-fortuity of truth).

The Gettier counterexamples are conceived as cases of epistemic luck. Smith’s belief is true, but only because he is lucky. There is too much luck involved.

The Gettier counterexamples prove that the Standard Analysis of Knowledge is insufficient.

---

2nd Gettier counterexample (Gettier, 1963)

Case II:
Let us suppose that Smith has strong evidence for the following proposition:

(f) Jones owns a Ford.

[…] Let us imagine, now, that Smith has another friend, Brown, of whose whereabouts he is totally ignorant. Smith selects three place names quite at random and constructs the following three propositions:

(g) Either Jones owns a Ford, or Brown is in Boston.
(h) Either Jones owns a Ford, or Brown is in Barcelona.
(i) Either Jones owns a Ford, or Brown is in Brest-Litovsk.

[…] …Smith, of course, has no idea where Brown is.

[…] But imagine now that two further conditions hold. First Jones does not own a Ford, but is at present driving a rented car. And secondly, by the sheerest coincidence, and entirely unknown to Smith, the place mentioned in proposition (h) happens really to be the place where Brown is.”

Fake barn-example (Alvin Goldman, 1976)

Henry is driving in the country-side with his son. For the boy's edification Henry identifies various objects on the landscape as they come into view. "That's a cow," says Henry, "That's a tractor," "That's a silo," "That's a barn," etc. Henry has no doubt about the identity of these objects; in particular, he has no doubt that the last-mentioned object is a barn, which indeed it is. […] Suppose we are told that, unknown to Henry, the district he has just entered is full of papier-mâché facsimiles of barns. […] …if the object on that site were a facsimile, Henry would mistake it for a barn. Given this new information, we would be strongly inclined to withdraw the claim that Henry knows the object is a barn. How is this change in our assessment to be explained?
Thermometer

Harald takes a thermometer out of a box which contains some thermometers and measures the temperature of his child. The thermometer works correctly, and Harald acquires a justified true belief about the temperature of his child. But lets suppose now that all the other thermometers in the box are defect...


Evaluation of HSP 27 serum levels

Matthias measures HSP 27 serum levels using an ELISA-kit from R&D. The ELISA-kit is reliable and produces true results. But lets suppose that other ELISA-kits from other companies show results which differ from that of the R&D Elisa-kit.
The Gettier Problem in Informed Consent

„Mr A sees an ophtalmologist for a persistent deterioration in the sight of his right eye. The doctor tells Mr A that he has a cataract and recommends surgery. He explains […] Mr A listens to the detailed explanations; he is an intelligent man and he understands perfectly well. […] In the evening Mr A plays poker in the local bar. Those who lose all their money can keep playing on the condition that they fulfil whatever the winner requests of them should they lose again. Mr A feels strongly that his next hand will be a winning one and agrees to the terms. He loses again and is asked to undergo eye surgery.“

All three conditions for Informed Consent are fulfilled:

(i) The patient is competent.

(ii) The doctor did a good job in explaining the situation to him.

(iii) The patient gave his free consent.
The sheep in the field (Chisholm 1966/1977/1989). Imagine that you are standing outside a field. You see, within it, what looks exactly like a sheep. What belief instantly occurs to you? Among the many that could have done so, it happens to be the belief that there is a sheep in the field. And in fact you are right, because there is a sheep behind the hill in the middle of the field. You cannot see that sheep, though, and you have no direct evidence of its existence. Moreover, what you are seeing is a dog, disguised as a sheep. Hence, you have a well justified true belief that there is a sheep in the field. But is that belief knowledge?
The Gettier Problem as a conflation of perspectives
The Gettier Problem as a conflation of perspectives
Three strategies

1. Strategy: It is denied that the Gettier examples are real counterexamples to the Standard Analysis of Knowledge. **It is argued that one of the three conditions is not fulfilled.**

2. Strategy: The Gettier cases are accepted as counterexamples to the Standard Analysis of Knowledge. It is tried to complete the Standard Analysis of Knowledge by **adding a forth condition.**

3. Strategy: The Gettier cases are accepted as counterexamples to the Standard Analysis of Knowledge. **It is tried to replace the justification-condition by another condition.**
Responses to the Gettier Problem

„Quartettlösungen“ (Knowledge = JTB + G)

Knowledge = Justified true belief + X. X = the knowledge-generating factor.

„Terzettlösungen“

The Standard Analysis of Knowledge is taken to be neither sufficient nor necessary. The internal justification condition is replaced by an external knowledge-generating factor.

Responses to the Gettier Problem

Gettier Problem

Internalism

„The basic idea of internalism is that justification is solely determined by factors that are \textit{internal} to a person.“

Externalism

„Externalists deny this, asserting that justification depends on additional factors that are \textit{external} to a person. A significant aspect of the I-E debate involves setting out exactly what counts as internal to a person.“

Responses to the Gettier Problem

- **Internalism**
  - No False Lemmas-Solution
  - Indefeasibility Condition

- **Externalism**
  - Causal Theory
  - Reliabilism

- **Contextualism**

- **Invariantism**
1. No false lemmas/no false premises-solution (Clark 1963, Armstrong 1973)

1. S believes that p
2. S is justified in believing p.
3. P is true.
4. S’s justification is not be based on a false premise.

Objection:
It does not apply to Goldman’s fake barn-example.

2. No defeaters theory (Keith Lehrer and Thomas Paxson 1969)

1. S believes that p
2. S is justified in believing p.
3. P is true.
4. S’s justification should be indefeasible by any (relevant!) facts.

Objection:
There can be misleading defeaters (Anfechtungen).

How can relevant facts be discriminated from irrelevant facts?

Tom Grabit-example

You see Tom Grabit hide a book underneath his jacket and sneak out of Bobst Library. On the basis of this, you form the justified belief that Tom stole a library book. As it happens, your belief is true. However, unbeknownst to you, Tom's mother was going around today telling people that Tom was thousands of miles away, and that Tom's evil twin John was visiting NY. The fact that Tom's mother said this is a potentially defeating piece of evidence. If you were to learn of it, it would defeat your justification for believing that Tom stole the book. However, as it turns out, it really was Tom who stole the book. Tom has no twin brother and his mother is a compulsive liar.
3. Alvin Goldman (1967): Knowledge as appropriately caused belief

1. S believes that p
2. P is true
3. The fact that makes p true causes S’s belief that p.

Objections:
The causal theory cannot explain why the fake barn-example is not a case of knowledge.
The causal theory cannot explain mathematical knowledge.


1. S believes that p
2. This belief is caused by a process
3. This process takes into account all relevant factual and counterfactual situations.

Objection
It is not clear which factual and counterfactual situations are relevant. (Grundmann: *Analytische Einführung in die Erkenntnistheorie*, p 147)


1. P is true
2. S believes that p
3. if p were true, S would believe that p
4. if p weren't true, S wouldn't believe that p

Objections:
Stability of belief is not necessary for knowledge.
Sensitivity of belief (without regard to the method according to which it was formed) is not necessary for knowledge. (Grundmann: *Analytische Einführung in die Erkenntnistheorie*, p 143)

1. p is true
2. S believes that p
3. S’s belief that p is caused by a reason r in the right manner
4. Reason r is a conclusive reason for p.

Objections:
Knowledge of necessary truths is impossible.
The principle of epistemic closure for knowledge cannot be universal. (Grundmann: *Analytische Einführung in die Erkenntnistheorie*, p 146)
(7) Contextualism (Stewart Cohen, Keith DeRose, and others):

**Polio is caused by a virus**

Suppose we are interested in whether Jones, an ordinary non-medically trained person, has the general information that polio is caused by a virus. If his response to our question is that he remembers the paper reporting that Salk said it was, then this is good enough. He has performed adequately given the issue-context. But suppose the context is an examination for the M. D. degree. Here we expect a lot more. If the candidate simply said what Jones did, we would take him as being very deficient in knowledge. Thus relative to one issue-context a person may be justified in believing \( h \) but not justified relative to another context. (Ibid., 215)